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Scantegrity: End-to-End
Voter-Verifiable OpticalScan Voting
Scantegrity is a security enhancement for any optical
scan voting system. It lets voters verify that their ballots
were correctly recorded and counted, but doesn’t change
how voters mark their ballots.
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oter confidence in the US electoral process
is eroding as a steady stream of reports continue to expose fundamental security flaws
in certified electronic voting machines.1,2
Similar voting technology is used outside of the US,
and resistance to electronic voting has spread to other
democracies. Although proposals such as stricter design standards, more open systems (preferably open
source), and independent verification methods (such
as paper audit trails) are improvements, they don’t go
far enough. In any voting system, with or without
an electronic component, the core security problem is
chain of custody. An attacker who breaks chain of custody could stuff the ballot box, delete or switch votes,
or add votes to contests that the voter left empty.
Whether the attacker accomplishes this by inserting
malicious code or altering paper ballots, such attacks
go undetected even with a manual vote recount.
Recently proposed end-to-end (E2E) verification
voting systems have focused on minimizing voting
systems’ reliance on chain of custody.3 These E2E
systems typically provide cryptographic checks indicating that ballots have been recorded as cast and tallied as recorded. Voters can check that their votes are
recorded accurately using a receipt, and any observer
can verify that the tally is correctly constructed, all
without compromising ballot secrecy. In these systems, any chain-of-custody break causes a detectable
alteration of the public record. In particular, erroneous
voting machine software or voting machine malfunction doesn’t dilute the voting systems’ integrity. However, using these systems in real elections has been a
challenge. They typically require a special type of bal-

lot format—for
example, Punchscan ballots4 require two sheets of paper, and Prêt à
Voter ballots5 randomize candidate name order.
The Scantegrity voting system combines E2E
systems’ cryptographic ideas with the familiarity of
a widely used vote-counting system. It thus provides
the strong security guarantees of E2E systems but is
unobtrusive to the voter, has a minimal cost for widescale deployment, and doesn’t interfere with existing
procedural requirements such as paper audit trails and
manual recounts. Scantegrity is designed for use with
optical scan voting systems, which are the most widely used election technology in the US and are being
adopted in other countries as well.6 Scantegrity can be
readily deployed in precincts with existing optical scan
systems because it adds minimal requirements to the
underlying optical scan process and doesn’t introduce
any new polling place equipment. It only requires extra information to be printed on the ballots during
production and system access to the raw scan results
after the election. In summary, Scantegrity minimally
impacts election procedures and is the first independent E2E verification mechanism that preserves optical scan as the underlying voting system and doesn’t
interfere with a manual recount.

Independent E2E
verification voting systems

E2E systems, sometimes called receipt-based or universally verifiable voting systems, don’t derive security
from any specific type of voting equipment. Instead,
they generally produce an encrypted representation of
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Figure 2. The switchboard. Marks beside code letters are routed to marks
beside candidates using a random and obliviously generated circuitswitched network.
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Figure 3. Ballot printing audit performed before an election. The figure
shows revealed ballots 001 and 004, the association of code letters, and
their connections through the switchboard. This information is made
publicly available, and any independent party can see a mark for Alice
or Bob would have been correctly registered as a vote for Alice or Bob,
respectively. Once revealed, these ballots aren’t used in the election.

pressed in terms of a specific collection of marked or
unmarked regions. If treated individually, the states
of these markable regions aren’t unique, so they don’t
need to be encrypted as they pass through an anonymizing network. Instead of using a mix network
architecture, we achieve the same anonymity properties through a simpler process—a secret permutation
of the states of the markable regions (akin to shuffling
a deck of cards). Thus, Scantegrity uses the permutation to recover the vote while hiding the link between
serial number and vote.
The switchboard (see Figure 2) is a collection of circuits established between specific markable regions
on ballots (marked or not marked) and a particular
candidate (voted for or not voted for). The trustee
42
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workstation transmits the state of each markable region
on each ballot in the election through the switchboard to votes for the corresponding candidates in
the election results.
Finally, the public must be able to verify independently that marks are being transmitted to the correct
candidate without exposing both of the circuit’s end
points (receipt and vote).

Auditing the switchboard
To ensure voter confidence in the switchboard’s
ability to produce a correct tally, Scantegrity must
reveal some information for verification purposes.
Initially, when election trustees create the ballots
and switchboard, they commit to this secret information by using a cryptographically secure bitcommitment scheme.4,13
Before the election, election officials generate and
publish these commitments, letting independent entities verify that no one could have simply “cooked
up” the secret data revealed later on during the audit
process. The verification requires publicly revealing
some secret data and verifying its correctness against
the committed data. We reveal secret information in
two ways: reveal the full secret and then discard it
from use in the election, or reveal partial information
that’s sufficient for checking, but that doesn't reveal
anything about the secret.
Figure 3 illustrates the first technique, which auditors use to verify the correctness of the association
between code letter and candidate in the switchboard.
Before the election, auditors randomly choose half of
the ballots to be revealed publicly, along with their
serial numbers and connections through the switchboard. Those performing this printing audit can ensure that the path through the switchboard for each
candidate on each of the revealed ballots leads to a
vote for the correct candidate in the results. They then
destroy these ballots. If they chose the ballots fairly
and randomly, the public has a high level of assurance that the remaining sealed ballots are printed and
routed correctly. Voters can also audit the printing
themselves by keeping a ballot they receive once it's
marked as “spoilt.”
After the polls close, we use the second technique
(illustrated in Figure 4) to audit the switchboard.
If we segment the switchboard into two randomly
generated circuit-switched networks, revealing a
link in one of the networks doesn’t reveal the full
connection. Voters’ marks travel through the first
network and are recorded in an intermediary location. The marks in the intermediary position continue through the second network to their final place
in the results table. For each intermediary position,
auditors challenge the election trustees to reveal either the link to it through the first network or the
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Figure 4. Mark audit performed after the election. Ballot 002 shows a mark for the candidate with code letter B and that this mark
was correctly recorded in the intermediate position. Likewise, the first vote for Alice in the results table was correctly copied from
the intermediary position. Knowing only one link doesn’t reveal the connection between code letter and candidate, preserving the
receipt’s privacy.

link from it through the second network, but never
both. Thus, the connection between a recorded receipt and its position in the final results table is never
revealed. For each of these links, anyone can publicly verify that a mark (or absence of mark) traveled
through the link unchanged. In this way, observers
can be assured that the remaining secret links also
routed marks correctly. To increase the audit’s statistical certainty, trustees may be mandated to use
multiple instances of the switchboard with different
random links.
These print and mark audits, in conjunction with
the receipt check, provide the verification process’s
end-to-end nature: integrity is ensured from ballot
printing through to the final tally.
Although these audits are conceptually simple to
perform, any nontrivial-sized election would warrant
the use of a software audit tool to perform these repetitive checks quickly. The software tool is intended to
be open source, exceptionally easy to use, and universally available to anyone for free. Concerned parties
can code their own independent version following a
published specification.

System architecture
Figure 5 shows how Scantegrity interfaces with the
optical scan election process. The election authority—a collection of election trustees—uses a workstation on three separate occasions to compute all the
information Scantegrity needs. This set of meetings
represents Scantegrity’s three core processes:
• Before the ballots are printed, election trustees use
the workstation to compute the serial number and
code letters to add to the optical scan ballots as well

as generate the switchboard connections. They cryptographically commit to this (secret) data and post
the commitments publicly.
• After the marked ballots are scanned on election
day, election trustees give the electronic ballot images
(EBIs) to the Scantegrity system. They post the code
letters and corresponding voter-created marks made
on each ballot to the public record, which voters can
compare to their receipts.
• After the election results are tabulated and published, auditors challenge the election trustees to
open one half of the switchboard for each marking region to prove that they counted the ballots
faithfully.
Using a workstation, the officials can regenerate all
the data needed for each meeting from their passphrases, preventing the need to physically store any
sensitive election data. Trustees secure the workstation by removing any persistent data storage and boot
the open source operating system and software from
a self-contained medium that can undergo attestation
by anyone present both before and after its use.4 Fortifying the workstation protects voter privacy; the election’s integrity is unconditional, and thus independent
of the workstation’s trustworthiness.

Resolving disputes
Because there’s no control over what voters write on
their receipt chits, they could write the wrong code
letter. Then, when checking the official record, the
voter will find a discrepancy. Officials need a voterverifiable method to determine whether the discrepancy is the result of an incorrectly written letter or a
scanner error, or malfeasance.
www.computer.org/security/       ■      IEEE Security & Privacy
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Figure 5. Overall election process with Scantegrity. Scantegrity inserts itself into the traditional optical scan election process, creating a
separate mechanism for independent universal verification of election results. Election trustees use a workstation to create letters and
add them to the ballots. After voting, they use the workstation again, reading the electronic ballot images (EBIs) to interpret marks on
each ballot and post the chosen letters. They use the workstation a third time to respond to audit challenges, and everyone can check
the responses to be sure the results tallied properly.

Figure 6 illustrates the receipt-dispute-resolution
protocol. This is a two-step process that preserves
ballot secrecy. First, an election official retrieves the
original ballot and puts it in a privacy sleeve that reveals only the ballot’s serial number, not its contents.
If necessary, forensic analysis could be performed to
match the chit fibers to the ballot.
Second, officials must show the code letter marked
on the ballot without revealing the corresponding
candidate. The official observably moves the ballot to
a second privacy sleeve that will show the marks for
the disputed race but not the serial number. The official notes the marked letter’s position and drops the
sleeve into an empty lottery-style hopper. The official
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then collects a set of dummy ballots with the same
code letter marked for each of the other candidates,
puts them in similar privacy sleeves, and drops them
into the hopper.
After tumbling the hopper, the election official retrieves each privacy sleeve envelope and places it in
plain view. Because the ballot was already matched to
the chit, it will be in this collection. Thus, the election officials have successfully demonstrated the code
letter voted for without revealing the candidate voted
for. Anyone can then compare the single code letter
(marked on all the shown ballots) to the public record.
After all disputes are settled, everyone can assume that
the public record of chosen letters is correct, and that
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no ballots were lost. If necessary, officials recompute
the results from the corrected public record.
We’ve developed a more efficient dispute-resolution procedure that doesn’t require physical interaction
or forensic analysis.14

Challenger

Implementation
We created a Java-based software implementation and
merged it with the open source Punchscan codebase.
Our software is general enough to author ballots of
both styles, even allowing an election to mix Punchscan ballots with Scantegrity ballots. The software
takes a ballot layout in PDF format as input and produces a multiple-page PDF document of the ballot
collection with letters and serial numbers inserted.
We tested our implementation on an Intel P4 1.73
GHz laptop, simulating the 2000 Polk County Florida general election of 32 contests with an average of
3.2 candidates per contests and 200,000 ballots cast.
Under this scenario the election trustees could produce the necessary Switchboard audit data in under 4
minutes, with which the voters could independently
verify the election tally in under 2 minutes.

Security considerations
Scantegrity offers a level of integrity not found in
conventional voting systems. As with any security
system, Scantegrity’s security properties depend both
on its technology and its procedural protections.
However, a few security threats could arise during a
Scantegrity election.
First, a coercer might attempt to collect ballot chits
and match them to marked ballots. A corrupt election
official, for example, might have sufficient ballot access
to attempt this attack. This situation isn’t significantly
different from an attack on the underlying optical scan
system. A coercer with access to ballots can scan the
ballots for fingerprints. Alternatively, an attacker might
be able to coerce a voter to choose a unique write-in
candidate or mark the ballot in a unique way.
Second, without such access, a coercer can still
force a voter to choose a particular letter on the ballot,
creating a random vote. In this case, a voter can fight
back by spoiling a ballot until he or she receives a ballot with the letter next to the desired candidate. Alternatively, voters could exchange receipts at random, as
in the Farnel voting system,15 or each voter could give
the receipt to a trusted third party to check. However,
forcing a random vote is similar to forcing the voter
not to vote at all.16
Third, an attacker might attempt to inject optical scan ballots where the candidates or letters have
been printed out of their intended order. Scantegrity
avoids this attack by letting voters optionally spoil
the ballot they receive before they see the information on it and take it home for later checking. By

spoiling a ballot, all of its corresponding commitments will be revealed, and the voter can check that
the ballot was printed properly. Misprinting can
hurt attackers’ chances of success, because they don’t
know which voter will get the altered ballot or for
whom that voter will vote.
Because Scantegrity provides both E2E integrity
and a traditional voter verifiable paper trail, it’s more
likely than a purely cryptographic system to meet
requirements of a human-readable paper record of
votes cast.

F

or democracy to stay strong, it must vigorously
keep apace with the emerging vulnerabilities and
possibilities of information technology—especially
for its core mechanism. Scantegrity, with its simplicity, low cost, and low risk, is ready to take on the challenge and restore voter confidence.
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